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ABSTRACT

To deliver data-centric cloud computing ser-
vices heavily relies on data networks between cloud
providers and consumer premises. The continuous
and rapid growth of data hosted in external private
clouds accelerates downstream network-bandwidth
saturation and public cloud data-out overspends.
The consumer-initiated replication of cloud data to
consumer locality is a solution and known as client-
side cloud caching. This paper presents the core
mechanism of the cloud caching, called Cloud cache
replacement policy. Simulations shown that 1) Cloud
saved network bandwidth, data-out charge and data
loading time; 2) even Clouds performance minima
outperformed three well-known web cache replace-
ment policies across all performance metrics for al-
most all test cases; 3) Cloud importantly attain opti-
mal hit and byte-hit ratios without sacrificing one to
the other.

Keywords: Cloud Computing, Cloud Cache, Cache
Replacement Policy, Cost Saving Ratio, Window
Size, Contemporaneous Proximity

1. INTRODUCTION

Network scalability, economy and responsiveness
are the principal requirements of data-intensive cloud
computing. In presently digital cultures, data has
been proliferating in various forms such as instant
messaging texts, high definition images and voices,
massively streaming videos and SaaS applications.
Not only WWW and social media contents but also
big data (e.g., archive of videos gathered via ubiq-
uitous information-sensing devices) have been hosted
in cloud and being shared in a distributed fashion
in an unprecedented volume. These will lead to
several problems from a consumer standpoint; the
bandwidth saturation of network connection between
external cloud and consumer premise, increases in
external-private-cloud data-out charge imposed by
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public cloud provider (such as [1], [2] and [3]) and
long-delayed cloud service responsiveness.

While allocating more organizational budget in
long term is a possible solution to these problems,
cloud economy is however questionable. Improving
both cloud scalability, economy and service respon-
siveness simultaneously can be attained instead by
deploying client-side cloud cache system, which is lo-
cated nearby the consumer premise, such as Amazon
CloudFront [4].

The cloud cache basically inherits the capabil-
ity of traditional forward web caching proxy since
cloud data is also delivered by using the same set
of HTTP/TCP/IP protocol stack as in WWW. Un-
avoidably, an issue in WWW caching is also inherited
that is caching entire remote data in local cache is not
economically plausible, thus cache replacement policy
is also mandatory for cloud cache.

This paper presents a cache replacement policy,
Cloud (named so for its intended application do-
main), along with a set of technical and economical
performance results and findings based on half- and
one-month HTTP traces.

2. RELATED WORK

Reference [4] has originally proposed Cloud strat-
egy as an early attempt of client-side cloud cache re-
placement policy, and evaluated its performance by
using short 5 day traces. In [6], we have made the
minor algorithm enhancement of Cloud and extended
its performance investigation by using 15 day traces
in conjunction with 5 day traces. The 15-day results
has led to an important finding in the realm of hetero-
geneous multicomputer caching that is Cloud could
deliver optimal byte-hit and hit performances at the
same time. In [7], a new set of even longer one-month
traces was used in comparison with 15-day traces to
observe Clouds behaviors in longer runs. This was
to ensure its performance practicality and stability
in more realistic environments to provide user confi-
dence in employing cloud caching services. The main
finding in [6] was also affirmed by the one-month re-
sults. Moreover, both performance maxima and min-
ima of Cloud were presented in comparison with three
well-known strategies, LRU, GDSF and LFUDA [8],
which are all supported by popular Squid caching
proxy [9]. This paper incorporates [5-7] with better
content clarification.

We have investigated a number of other web cache
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replacement policies in terms of their characterizing
parameters as follows.

2.1 Object Size, Loading Cost and Access Fre-
quency

A number of policies surveyed in [8]: LRU, LFU-
DA, EXP1, Value-Aging, HLRU, LFU, LFU-Aging,
-Aging, swLFU, SLFU, Generational Replacement,
LRU*, LRU-Hot, Server-assisted cache replacement,
LR, RAND, LRU-C, Randomized replacement with
general value functions, including policies ARC [10],
CSOPT [11], LA2U [12], LAUD [12], SEMALRU
[13] and LRU-SLFR [14] do not parameterize object
sizes. If big objects are requested frequently but of-
ten evicted by these policies (as blind to object sizes),
caching proxy will have to frequently reload the big
objects from their original servers. Therefore, object-
size ignoring schemes permit the poor economies of
data-out charges.

Another group of policies surveyed in [8]: GDSF,
LRU-Threshold, LRU-Min, SIZE, LOG2-SIZE, PSS,
LRU-LSC, Partitioned Caching, HYPER-G, CSS,
LRU-SP, GD-Size, GD*, TSP, MIX, HYBRID, LNC-
R-W3, LUV, HARMONIC, LAT, GDSP, LRU-S, in-
cluding LNC-R-W3-U [15], SE [16], R-LPV [17], Min-
SAUD [18], OPT [19], LPPB-R [20], OA [21], CSP
[22], GA-Based Cache Replacement Policy [23], im-
proved GD* [24] and SzLFU(k) [25] consider object
sizes in such a way that replacing bigger objects first,
thus not aiming for cost-saving performance. The
other policies LRV [7], M-Metric [8], NNPCR-2 [26]
and Bolot and Hoschkas [27] favor bigger objects like
Cloud. In particular, LRV supports the factorization
of object size, downloading latency or loading cost
but only one of them at each time; M-Metric allows
bigger objects to stay longer in cache but does not in-
corporate loading cost parameter; NNPCR-2 applies
neural network to decide the evictions of small or big
objects but the perceptron does not input monetary
cost parameter to control data-out charge; Bolot and
Hoschka’s policy replaces bigger objects first but ig-
nores spatial locality by not considering access fre-
quencies and does not support the nonuniform costs
of object downloadings.

2.2 Access Recency

All known policies prioritize the recencies of object
requests either implicitly or explicitly. By implicitly,
every policy always accepts a newly loaded missing
object (i.e., the most recently used object) into cache
rather than rejects it. By explicitly, several poli-
cies such as LRU, LRU-Threshold, SIZE, LRU-Min,
EXP1, Value-Aging, HLRU, PSS, LRU-LSC and Par-
titioned Caching parameterize elapsed times since the
last requests to objects. Cloud policy explicitly re-
gards the recency property of objects in its model.

2.3 Object Loading Latency

Several policies: GD-Size, GDSF, GD*, improved
GD*, GDSP, HYBRID, LAT, LUV, MIX, LNC-R-
W3, LNC-R-W3-U, LRU-SLFR and GDSP take ob-
ject loading latencies into account. All of them re-
place objects with shorter latencies first. Cloud pol-
icy also follows such a design approach.

2.4 Object Expiration

Very rare policy considers object expiration.
LA2U, LAUD, improved GD* and LNC-R-W3-U re-
place frequently updated objects first. The former
three do not describe how update frequencies are
derived. The last policy estimates update frequen-
cies from changes detected in HTTP’s ‘Last-Modified’
header fields; however, if frequently updated objects
are seldom requested, updated ‘Last-Modified’ val-
ues will be rarely perceived by the policies resulting
in underestimated update frequencies. This problem
can be solved by using explicit expiration times or
TTL as in Bolot and Hoschka’s policy even though
this parameter had not yet been implemented in their
presented empirical studies.

To recap, no explicit policy aims for cloud comput-
ing paradigm for either of two main reasons. First,
they evict big objects to optimize hit rates rather
than byte-hit and delay-saving ratios, which are im-
portant to the scalability of cloud-transport infras-
tructures and cloud computing services. Second, they
are not optimized for cloud data-out charges, thus fail
to improve consumer-side cloud economy.

3. CLOUD CACHE REPLACEMENT POL-
ICY

Designing cache replacement policies for cloud
cache systems requires the new perspective of prob-
lem understanding to establish design goals, which
truly suites cloud computing paradigm.

3.1 Design Goals

The design goals of Cloud policy would be de-
scribed in terms of standard performance metrics bor-
rowed from the realm of traditional web caching and
newly invented as follows.

• Cloud aims for optimal byte-hit ratio: As described
earlier, the scalability of cloud network infrastruc-
ture is vital due to the continual and rapid growth
of data in cloud computing era that is reinforced by
at least the two recent emergences of social media
contents and big data.

• Cloud aims for cost-saving ratio: Cost-saving ra-
tio is an economical performance metric originally
proposed in [4]. As mentioned formerly, public
cloud providers charge the volume of data trans-
ferred out of their cloud infrastructures down to
consumer premises. This incurs financial difficulty
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for consumers in meeting cost-effectiveness, accept-
able pay-back period, or even a break-even point.

• Cloud aims for improving delay-saving ratio: Cloud
computing paradigm is heavily network-driven be-
cause both enterprise data and services must be
made available to users through the network. It is
intolerable for cloud consumers to experience unre-
sponsive SaaS owing to unpredictable or congested
network connectivity.

It should be worth to clarify why hit rate is not in-
cluded in the designs goal of Cloud unlike those found
in the classic world of web caching. Date back to
the pre-broadband communication era, fetching even
small data object was delayed due to slow Internet
connection. It was unacceptable for users to experi-
ence such delays on every request. For this reason,
the web cache replacement policies had been opti-
mized for hit rate to serve small objects as fast as
possible [8, 28]. However, these days with globally
available large-bandwidth network infrastructures, it
is perceived that loading remote small objects is fast
as if they were loaded from user locality. This fact
has advocated several present enterprises to overlook
the employment of web caching proxies. In other
words, hit rate is considered no longer important for
the broadband era. This evolutionary phenomenon
also applies to cloud computing network infrastruc-
tures, and therefore Cloud excludes hit rate from its
design goals.

3.2 Design Rationales

Cloud strategy mandates several parameters to
make the efficient decisions of cached object replace-
ments. The utilizations of the parameters is justified
one by one as follows.

• Cloud strategy relies on contemporaneous proxim-
ity principle [29], which combines both spatial lo-
cality and temporal affinity together. Thus, Cloud
parameterizes both the access frequency and re-
cency of objects. Popular objects and most recently
used objects are preserved in cache.

• One of the problems that cloud consumers experi-
ence for now is the loadings of big objects through
IaaS, PaaS and SaaS take long time, whereas the
loadings of small objects are no longer a problem in
current broadband era as mentioned earlier. There-
fore, Cloud parameterizes object size by favoring
big objects in cache and evicting small ones. By
retaining big objects in cloud cache, the bandwidth
congestion of cloud transport infrastructures could
be alleviated.

• Economy is highlighted as the major benefit of
cloud computing paradigm. By solely avoiding the
repeated loadings of big objects might not optimize
data-out charges. If an enterprise employs multiple
public cloud providers offering the different pricing
rates of data-out charges, small objects can be more
expensive than big ones. To control economical as-

pect, Cloud parameterizes data-out charge rate by
preserving expensive objects in cache.

• Responsiveness becomes more important charac-
teristic to cloud services as they are run via the
network while consumers expect their qualities of
services comparable to those of local applications.
Cloud parameterizes data loading latency by re-
placing fast loaded objects before slowly loaded
ones in cache.

• When objects in cache become stale or nearly ex-
pire, they remain fewer chances to get accessed.
Thus, Cloud parameterizes the remaining lifespans
of objects by evicting those expired or nearly stale
from cache.

Cloud policy functions as follows. Whenever Cloud
cache replacement mechanism is activated, Cloud
first formulates a cluster of in-cache least-recently-
used objects as many as instructed either by a win-
dow size parameter or the size of a newly missing
object if the window size yields smaller total object
size than the missing object. Cloud policy also cal-
culates a profit for each object inside the cluster by
using Eq. (1). For an object i,

Fig.1: Cloud Algorithm.
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profiti = si · ci · li · fi · TTLi (1)

where si is the size of i, ci is data-out charge rate for
loading i, li is latency in loading i, fi is the access
frequency of i, and TTLi is the remaining lifespan
of i. An object with least profit is first evicted from
cache. This eviction decision process is repeated on a
next least profitable object in the cluster until gaining
enough room in cache that fits the missing object.
The detailed pseudo code of Cloud algorithm is shown
in Fig. 1.

3.3 Algorithmic Practicality

As for the time complexity analysis of Cloud illus-
trated in Fig. 1, the statements that take significant
part in processing time are: Replicating cd into ecd
takes O(N); the first do-while loop takes O(NlogN)
as the window size can be set via the preceding if-
then statement to as many as N, removing each object
from ecd is O(logN) just like adding each object into
oc; the second do-while loop has the worst-case run-
ning time of O(NlogN) because the number of evicted
objects is bounded by N, while removing each object
from oc takes O(logN) and deleting an object from cd
is O(logN). The other statements are all identically
O(1). Therefore, the algorithm is O(NlogN). In other
words, Cloud strategy can be implemented.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

4.1 Input Data Sets

In the realm of client-side caching, simulation was
a popular method for performance assessment as done
in almost all of the related works. Hence, HTTP
trace-driven simulations were conducted using four
traces provided by [30] that represent two different
user-community behaviors (for result crosschecking
purpose): 31-day BO trace gathered from user com-
munity in Boulder from 16th August to 15th Septem-
ber 2012 and 31-day NY trace collected from user
community in New York from 16th July to 15th Au-
gust 2012. The other two 15-day traces will be de-
scribed later.

Each of these raw one-month traces was prepro-
cessed to extract only the object references of 50 most
popular domain names (emulating the total number
of intranet domains administrated within the first au-
thor’s university). Omitting this preprocessing step
means that a single consumer organization owns an
impractically large number of domain names hosted
on its cloud(s). The extracted references reflected
both WWW and cloud service requests to, for ex-
ample, Facebook, Youtube, and Twitter SaaSes as
well as Mediafire and 4shared IaaSes. The WWW
requests were not excluded as the majority of them
were found to go to cloud-hosted web servers. We

Table 1: Characteristics of simulated traces.
Feature

BO NY

15 days 31 days 15 days 31 days

Total
352,224 639,187 639,199 1,311,880

requests

Total

requested 2,294,688,191 4,149,211,314 6,499,655,874 17,067,821,671

bytes

Total

unique 181,624 323,979 290,851 593,365

objects

Max. bytes

1,386,970,321 2,262,144,480 4,791,008,825 10,801,010,237
of total

unique

objects

thus regarded the entire preprocessed traces as cloud
service request streams. Furthermore, unused fields
were removed, and object expiration time was ap-
pended as a new field to every reference inside all the
traces. These field values were figured out by using
the following heuristic rules based on an assumption
that object creators set objects’ expiration times de-
liberately.
• Rule 1: By scanning down all references within a
trace in timestamp order, object expired immedi-
ately once its size was found changed.

• Rule 2: As long as the size of object remained un-
changed, its lifetime was extended to its last re-
quest as appeared in a trace.

• Rule 3: Object apparent only once throughout a
trace expired suddenly after its use. (This object
tends to be a kind of dynamic one, which is by
default not cached by Squid. Thus, this rule is
defined so.)
In practice, the expiration value can be retrieved

from ‘Expires’ or ‘max-age’ field inside HTTP pro-
tocol header [31]. All references representing dy-
namic object requests were not excluded from the
traces during the preprocessings to reflect actual per-
formances against all types of requests. (That is why
our performance results were not so high, unlike some
of the related works.)

Once the one-month BO and NY traces had been
preprocessed, the references belonging to the first 15
days of each trace were duplicated into a new trace
resulting in a 15-day BO trace and a 15-day NY trace.
This allows objects in both 15-day traces to have
maximum one-month lifespans (as a result of apply-
ing the heuristic rules to the one-month traces) rather
than merely 15 days. This makes the heuristic rule
3 more practical for static objects. The preprocess-
ing results are characterized in Table 1. Notice that
the last feature must be the maximum bytes (of total
unique objects) since the sizes of several unique ob-
jects were found to change over a reference stream in
each trace.

4.2 Performance Metrics

The three standard metrics [8, 28] in the world of
traditional web caching were used for cloud cache per-
formance measurements. They are defined as follows.
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For an object i,

byte− hit ratio =

∑n
i=1 sihi∑n
i=1 siri

(2)

delay − saving ratio =

∑n
i=1 lihi∑n
i=1 liri

(3)

hit− rate =

∑n
i=1 hi∑n
i=1 ri

(4)

where si is the size of i, hi is how many times a
valid copy of i is found in cache, ri is the total number
of requests to i, and li is the loading latency of i from
cloud.

In addition to the standard metrics, a new metric
cost-saving ratio was used to capture the economical
performances of all the simulated strategies. In par-
ticular, cost-saving ratio measures how much loading
monetary cost can be saved by serving the valid copies
of requested objects from local cache. For an object
i,

cost− saving ratio =

∑n
i=1 cisihi∑n
i=1 cisiri

(5)

where ci is the data-out charge rate for loading i
from cloud. This metric is particularly useful for hy-
brid cloud where organization employs multiple cloud
providers, which might charge data-outs based on dif-
ferent pricings. Notice that in a uniform cost model
(described in next sub-section), the value of ci in Eq.
(5) is identical for all objects, thus can be eliminated
and resulting in Eq. (2). This means that cost-saving
ratio is absolutely equal to byte-hit ratio in uniform
cost model. In fact, economy is accepted as the core
benefit of cloud computing, therefore this metric is
helpful for future cache replacement strategies aiming
for cloud computing for demonstrating their economi-
cal performances, which are highly of cloud consumer
interests.

4.3 Cost Models

To demonstrate economical performances based on
Eq. (5), there can be two cost models to be used in
simulations. One is a uniform cost model in which
all the 50 domains are assumed to be hosted on the
same public cloud provider, thus the same data-out
charge rate was applied uniformly across all requested
objects. The other is a nonuniform cost model in
which the 50 domains were assumed to be hosted on
two or more public cloud providers probably for risk
management, which is critical to some types of busi-
nesses (e.g., hospitals, stock trading and air trans-
portation control) so that different charge rates were
associated with the domains. Objects fetched from
the same domain were always charged at the same
rate. Nonuniform cost-based performance results are

not presented here but can be found in [5] and [6].

4.4 Window Size Parameter

An algorithmic parameter significantly influencing
all performance aspects of Cloud is the window size.
Both optimal and worst window sizes were used in
simulations and determined by extensively trial-and-
error experiments. In particular, optimal window size
was tuned for a maximum byte-hit ratio (or cost-
saving ratio) for each certain trace and cache size us-
ing the uniform cost model. Since different window
sizes were found to yield identical maximum byte-hit,
the smallest window size was selected as the represen-
tative value of optimal window size due to requiring
less CPU time. Optimal window sizes yield perfor-
mance maxima, whereas worst window sizes produce
performance minima and were tuned towards mini-
mum byte-hit ratios based on the uniform cost model.

Table 2 shows the optimal window sizes (wso) and
the worst window sizes (wsw) used for the simula-
tions. The cache sizes are presented in percent of
the maximum bytes of total unique objects of the
15-day traces shown in Table 1. This means that
the simulated cache sizes were fixed to absolute ones
and used to serve request streams beyond the first
15 days (i.e., the one-month trace durations). This
emulated realistic condition in which cache size in
practice cannot grow without limitation in propor-
tion to the maximum bytes of total unique objects,
requested throughout a cloud cache’s entire running
period, which can be several years. Infinite cache size,
which enables cachings without cache replacement at
all, was also simulated against each trace to show
performance upper bounds. The infinite cache size
for each trace must be set to at least the maximum
bytes of total unique objects of each trace shown in
Table 1.

By looking at Table 2, one finding can be drawn
early: both optimal and worst window sizes were not
proportional to cache sizes.

Table 2: Window sizes used for Cloud policy simu-
lations.

Cache BO NY
size (of 15 days 31 days 15 days 31 days
first 15

wso wso wso wso wso wso wso wso
days)

10% 500 25,000 8,000 35,000 2,000 100 1,000 60,000

20% 1,300 40,000 8,000 60,000 5,000 100 8,000 100

30% 100 60,000 8,000 5,000 500 80,000 3,500 100

4.5 Results and Discussions

First, let us consider the simulation results in four
performance metrics using one-month BO and NY
traces shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively, of
Cloud in comparison with LRU, GDSF and LFUDA
strategies. (To accommodate the differentiation of
the presented performance values among the sim-
ulated policies, the Y-axis minimum values of all
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Fig.2: Performance results using 31-day BO trace.

graphs in Fig. 2 to 5 are not bounded to zero.)

• They demonstrate that Cloud produced against the
other three strategies the optimal byte-hit, cost-
saving and delay-saving performances for all the
cache sizes. Optimal hit rates were also delivered
by Cloud when using 20% and 30% cache sizes for
both traces and 10% cache size for BO trace. It
should be noted that across 20% and 30% cache
sizes Cloud delivered perfectly stable performance
maxima in all metrics very close to those of infi-
nite cache size. This substantiates a very promising
client-side cloud caching as a service. The results,
however, came out at the price of trial-and-error
tuning of the optimal window sizes, shown in Ta-
ble 2.

• At 20% and 30% cache sizes, Cloud also performed
best not only in byte-hit metric but also hit-rate
one. Achieving the superior hit and byte-hit ratios
simultaneously leads to a groundbreaking finding:
it is not always that a replacement policy trades
off byte-hit ratio against hit rate. Because Cloud
tends to remove smaller objects, this finding con-
tradicts the conventional rule of thumb in tradi-
tional web caching: ”Strategies that tend to remove
bigger objects improve the hit-rate but decrease the
byte-hit-rate” [8]. Another finding that places an
objection to the rule of thumb is that a policy re-
moving smaller objects could actually improve hit
rate. These are probably because Cloud strategy

Fig.3: Performance results using 31-day NY trace.

not only relies on object sizes but also several other
input parameters. The other finding supported by
the rule of thumb is that a policy preserving bigger
objects enhanced byte-hit ratio.

• Even the Cloud’s performance minima in terms
of byte-hit, cost-saving and delay-saving ratios
also outperformed the other policies throughout all
cache sizes. The hit-rate minima were rather un-
predictable in the rank using 10% and 20% cache
sizes but turned out to overcome all the other poli-
cies using 30% cache size
Now, let us compare the one-month results shown

in Fig. 2 and 3 with the shorter 15-day results shown
in Fig. 4 and 5.
• It can be seen across all cache sizes that the ideal,
maximum and minimum performances of Cloud
based on the BO and NY traces in terms of byte-
hit, cost-saving and delay-saving ratios improved
in longer runs whereas the hit rates decreased. In
particular, deploying Cloud in BO community for
one month instead of 15 days increased byte-hit
and cost-saving performance maxima by 0.01617 to
0.01620 depending on the cache sizes and increased
delay-saving performance maxima by 0.0026 across
all cache sizes, whereas hit performance minima
decreased by 0.00648 to 0.00655 depending on the
cache sizes. On the other hand, deploying Cloud
against NY community behavior for one month in-
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Fig.4: Performance results using 15-day BO trace.

stead of 15 days increased byte-hit and cost-saving
performance maxima by 0.01064 to 0.01084 de-
pending on the cache sizes and increased delay-
saving performance maxima by 0.01987 to 0.02079
depending on the cache sizes, whereas hit perfor-
mance minima decreased by 0.01309 to 0.01587 de-
pending on the cache sizes. Notice that when trace
durations were doubled, Cloud’s byte-hit and cost-
saving ratios using BO traces were more fluctuated
than NY ones, whereas the delay-saving and hit
rates using BO traces were less fluctuated than NY
ones.

• Based on the longer BO trace for all cache sizes,
the performance maxima and minima in all met-
rics except hit rate of Cloud improved. Based
on the longer NY trace, the performance max-
ima and minima in all metrics except hit rate of
Cloud also improved. This can be inferred that al-
though the absolute cache sizes used against both
one-month traces were as small as those of 15-day
traces, Cloud’s performance maxima and minima
could improve in terms of byte-hit, cost-saving and
delay-saving ratios.

• By contrasting the overall performance results,
Cloud seemed fitter for BO community than NY
one except for the delay saving performances.
It is worth to conduct the further analysis of how

much benefit of Cloud can be gained from window-

Fig.5: Performance results using 15-day NY trace.

size tuning. In other words, how maximum the per-
formance of Cloud is improved when window size
was switched from the worst values to the optimal
ones. This can be examined by measuring the widest
gaps between the maxima and minima performances
among both one-month traces and all simulated cache
sizes: the widest gaps between performance maxima
and minima can only be found in Fig. 3 and were
as much as 0.47% byte-hit ratio and cost-saving ra-
tio, 0.37% delay-saving ratio, and 0.56% hit rate. The
significances of these maximum performance improve-
ments could be translated to more meaningful infor-
mation as follows.

• The 0.47% gap of byte-hit ratio can be translated
roughly to 21.48 TB of saved data transfer per an-
num based on a representative scenario where cloud
data is transferred through 10 Gbps Metro Eth-
ernet with 50% bandwidth utilization for 8 work
hours a day, and 260 workdays per year.

• The 0.47% improvement of cost-saving ratio can be
translated to about 2,639.52 USD saved per annum
based on the representative scenario and Google
App Engine’s data-out charge rate (which is 0.12
USD/GB as of June 2013 [2]).

• The 0.37% improvement of delay-saving ratio can
be interpreted as approximately 7.7 hours per year
of saved data-transfer time based on the represen-
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tative scenario.

Nevertheless, actual performance improvements
might be greater or less depending on the inher-
ent characteristics of user-generated workloads (e.g.,
contemporaneous proximity, object sizes, TTLs and
loading latencies), data-out charge rates and data
transfer volumes in real environments where Cloud
policy is deployed.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper presents Cloud cache replacement pol-
icy that aims to improve cloud scalability, economy
and responsiveness. Cloud has access recency as a
priority factor for object replacement decision. Cloud
parameterizes a window size to generalize the recen-
cies of objects within a formulated object cluster. The
lowest profitable clustered objects are purged from
cloud cache.

Using proper window sizes, Cloud’s performances
boosted over LRU, GDSF and LFUDA whereas poor
window sizes degraded Cloud’s performances. A
breakthrough finding is that Cloud could attain both
high byte-hit and hit rates at the same time based on
our test cases. Another significant benefit of Cloud
against the other well-known strategies is its sta-
ble optimal performances in byte-hit, cost-saving and
delay-saving ratio metrics based on most simulated
cache sizes.

Finally, we are developing the automated discovery
mechanism of optimal window sizes for Cloud policy.
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